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Shifting Dreams 

 

Childhood is about dreaming. When I was three, I normally had two sleeping times daily, 

one in noon after lunch and the other in the evening after the daily result of the daily lotto draw. 

I probably had the longest sleeping hours of my entire existence during my childhood. Sleeping 

and dreaming is about a bottle of milk sucked during the entire duration of my travel to dream 

world.  

 

In my closed eyes and opened mouth with saliva flowing to my pillows, I can see a lot of 

things. I can see myself in different forms and in different worlds. The realm of the dreams is a 

world in which the multiverse manifests its reality to humanity. As a child, you wouldn’t classify it 

as a fantasy or a sci-fi lie, but reality. In this realm, I can recognize that anything can happen and 

I have the power to shape the future. I am invincible, indestructible, and immortal. 

 

But the realm of dreams doesn’t give human children have unlimited access. I find 

myself returning to the realm of reality in the unexpected circumstance, wet from my spongy 

pillows that absorbed all of my saliva. I try to sleep once again and find myself in another world 

in the realm of the dreams. Weirdly, it ends immediately after my mom shouts for breakfast in 

the other side of that universe. I realize that I’m back again. 

 

 Immediately I would rise to tie the edges of my blankets around my neck then I would 

jump.  As an extension of my all-powerful self in my dream, I fell my clouds and rolled over the 

bed feeling that I’m still floating in the air. Immediately I would turn the TV on, sit on the floor, 

grab a biscuit, and watch my favorite purple dinosaur. He would sing and dance with kids. When 

the show ends, he would sing, “I love you” then shrink into a stuffed dinosaur. After that simple 

conclusion of the show, I would wonder what should happen next and then move on as the 

show on TV changes.  

 

I left to play with my neighbors the Filipino game, tumba lata, with my very own slippers 

I would hit the can hard. My teammates would use both slippers to take a shot on the can. The 

taya, the one who will guard the can, will slide his slippers like armor to his elbows. He will have 

to chase us like a chimera hunting its prey with its tail guarding the captives. We felt were like 

heroes to save souls from the underworld.  

 



Mama scolds me after when I went home. She wouldn’t believe me when I tried to save 

people from danger.  I was so dirty and disgusting that I had to take a bath painfully for a long 

time. I had small wounds but I knew bandaids were my healing stips. After dinner the same thing 

happens, I would just jump to bed and roll over our pillows. Dad will remind me to pray, putting 

my hands, together I pray “Angel of God”.  Kissing Mama and Daddy goodnight, I will have to 

wait for the lotto numbers to come out then sleep. 

 

One Sunday, I woke up and went to church with Mama and Daddy.  As a kid I love 

church, it’s a place I meet new people aside from my neighbors. My parents will usually allow me 

to play around during the Liturgy of the word but not during the consecration of the host 

because its supposed to be holy, and I do understand that. My favorite part is the communion, 

that is the time where my parents with some old people would have to get that white circular 

disk. I tried going with them that Sunday, thinking that I am qualified to eat some of those 

things. The Lay minister, that dude assisting the priest did not notice me lining in front of my 

Dad as he tried placing the host in dad’s mouth then I grabbed the ministers arm and the host 

fell. I immediately asked mama out loud why did that old guy that gave communion eat the host 

that fell? Mama answered because it was sacred. I responded, but it fell on the floor ewww! I 

know I was so done, but it was the moment that I wanted to remake the mass on my own. 

 

At home, I grabbed the white blankets on me and started to walk on my altar. I got dad’s 

bible and seemingly reading the gospel after singing alleluia. I got Dad’s silver lunch box, the one 

that looks like the plates the priest puts in the hosts. I placed all my Fita Biscuits in that lunch 

box. I consecrated the circular biscuits and said my prayers. In my own communion, I forced 

mama and daddy to eat my communion. Dad was shocked and amused at what he saw. In the 

later weeks, He bought a new lunch bag because I always do my masses after the “adult” mass. 

Here I started to dream of priesthood and other careers I want to direct my life into. 

  

I realized that my childhood was not a play-play experience. I’m a kid who imagines 

worlds and a kid who wishes to actualize what’s on his mind. I’m a kid who dreams a lot. I know 

that these dreams are essential to my growth because it makes me creative enough and these 

motivates me to wake the next day. At present, I realize that the dreams have shifted from the 

fantasies of a child to the careers I will need to take. The hours of sleeping has also been lessened 

to the point of minimizing the capacity to dream to optimize every opportunity for work. Gone 

were the two sleeping times. As an adult, I am sleeping but I ask myself why am I not able to 

dream as much as I could be? I realize that I’m growing old. And as I grow older and older, I am 

slowly losing the access to my dreamland. Until all our dreams become void and empty. 


